English Home Learning Grid (Y4)
●
●
●

Read a book independently for at least 20 minutes daily;
read to an adult, sibling or through media to a friend
and choose one box below to work on each day.
Please keep evidence of all your great work and share it with us on Class Dojo to celebrate your achievements!

SPaG.com

Grammar Task

Brush up on your technical spelling, punctuation and grammar skills by logging on to
spag.com.

When is an apostrophe needed?

www.spag.com
We’ve set some objectives to revise. You can complete the tasks in any order. Take
your time and don’t rush as low scores mean you’ll repeat the activity again!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My6oGvkHnfY
Write 5 sentences where an apostrophe has
been used for contractions.
Write 5 sentences where an apostrophe has
been used for possession.

English games

Grammar Task

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/spelling-and-grammar

What is a prefix?
Why are they used?

https://www.coxhoe.durham.sch.uk/school-life/fun-and-games
https://www.gamesgames.com/games/spelling
www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/literacy

Make a game of your own where you can
match prefixes and their root words.
Can any of them be matched to more
than one?

Short Story Writing

Persuasive writing

Write a short story. Choose a topic that you are interested in so that you can write
about it well.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZNDlwG0IhI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUbVH20qW0A

Imagine the government has asked teachers and pupils to not have their summer break
to make up for any lost learning time. Write a powerful, persuasive letter to the Prime
Minister why this is not a good idea.

Challenge:
Why not choose an audience to write to? You might like to make a book for Year3 with
pictures. If you do, I’m sure they can be shared with them when you return.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0EXT89D4Jk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ib4fcEVMYj4
Think about:
using addresses in the correct position
stating why you are writing
making a point then providing evidence to support it
using formal language
using the persuasive devices

Challenge:
Fancy a challenge? Write a reply to your letter in role as the Prime Minister.

Perform a poem

Character Description

Learn a poem by heart. Practise saying it in a range of different ways. What effect
does it have on the listener?
Remember poet Michael Rosen and his top tips? Watch the video below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvV23xoZRkI
Paul Cookson is a fabulous performance poet.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KUVKjUdE6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryMULXPxYbM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pnal_YtyT-c

Design a character which could appear in Anglo Saxon Boy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cKGz-st75w
Write a character description. What do they look like? What are they wearing? How
do they behave?
Think about:
varied sentence openings (adverbs, adverbial phrases using a comma )
2a sentences ( adjective, adjective, noun e.g. her tall, slender frame)
conjunctions to join together ideas (while, but, so, as, because, if )
using brackets to include additional detail
well chosen adjectives

We’ll share the poems once back at school so keep practising!

Spellings
Revise the prefixes sub- (below) and super- (above),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ok0q3UvSHs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KW72oxFBubI
Revise the spelling patterns -cian, -sion and -tion which make the /shun/sound.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyRnYwkhX0c
submerge
subheading
submarine
subordinate
subway

magician

extension

musician

tension

politician

conclusion

superman
supervise
supersede
superpower
superhuman

mention

beautician

comprehension

question
action
solution
Can you think of any more?

Spelling games
●
●
●
●
●

Make a board game of your own to help
others to learn their spellings
Design a poster
Make a wordsearch
Create a quiz
Practise using the grid below

